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Great Lakes Four Wheel Drive Association
Great Lakes Four Wheel Drive Association Incorporated is a noncommercial association of four wheel drive
enthusiasts organized for the promotion of interest in maintaining closer contact between four wheel drive clubs and
individuals, to promote cooperation, friendship, conservation, ecology, and to preserve access to public lands through
wise management policies. It shall also provide a network
of communication in the event of disasters or emergencies,
and for the advancement of four wheel drive awareness,
the representation of four wheel drive interests in legislative affairs, and for maintenance of fraternalism by encouraging a high standard of conduct.
GLFWDA is an incorporated association, without capital stock, chartered under the laws of the State of Michigan, and is an exempt organization under Section 501(c)(7)
of the Internal Revenue Service Code of 1986. Its affairs
are governed by the Executive Board of Directors, whose
voting members are elected every two years by the Directors of each member club. The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The Association is noncommercial, and no one who could gain financially from the shaping of its affairs is eligible for membership on the Executive
Board.
A bona fide interest in four wheeling is the only essential qualification of membership; ownership of a four wheel
drive vehicle is not a prerequisite. Membership is granted
to anyone within the United States and Canada.
Membership Inquires should be directed to the Membership Secretary. Inquires of a general nature should be
addressed to the Corresponding Secretary or a member
of the Executive Board. Articles for publication should be
sent to the Boondocker Editor.
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You can send anything you feel is relevant. Pictures, articles,
event dates, or even an entire article with pictures! Before
you unpack from a trip, write up a story and send it in!
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Capital Crawling
By Ari B. Adler

First an update on my new gig here in Lansing. My former boss was term-limited out of office so I needed to find
another source of income to feed my Jeep habit – um, I mean, pay rent and clothe the kids, yeah, that’s it.
Anyway, I’m still in downtown Lansing and still involved in public affairs, but this time from the private sector. I
was named Director of Public Affairs for John Bailey & Associates Inc., Public Relations in early January.
The big news around Lansing these days is the budget fight that just got underway. The legislators and governor
are battling it out over what to do about this year’s budget deficit of about $800 million and next year’s projected
deficit of $2 billion to $3 billion depending on whom you believe. I’d give you a run down on what’s at issue and
what could happen – but it’s all moving so fast right now that by the time this Boondocker gets into your hands,
little or none of what I write in mid-February will be accurate or even relevant anymore.
So I’m going to take this opportunity to share a little public relations wisdom with you. No matter what you are
doing to help our sport, being able to communicate effectively is key. And one of the keys to effective communication is having a simple message, sticking to it, and repeating it; a lot.
So, what’s the cornerstone to public relations? Simple messages, often repeated.
The trickiest part to making this work, however, is knowing what message you need to use. Here’s where a tool known
as the messaging quadrant comes in handy. When planning a messaging campaign, it is important to determine four
main areas of what is being said. The four quadrant areas are: 1) What are you saying about yourself? 2) What are
you saying about your opponents? 3) What are your opponents saying about you? 4) What are your opponents
saying about themselves?
Research will help fill in some of the blanks of the messaging quadrant. The most important aspect of this, however,
is determining your message. Is it just updating what you already are known for, or is it a completely new image
you’re after? One of the most familiar unsuccessful re-branding campaigns in recent history is the “This isn’t your
father’s Oldsmobile” campaign by General Motors. While it is memorable, it eventually ended up being a failure and
is now seen as the beginning of the end of the Oldsmobile brand name. The biggest problem with that campaign was
that it focused on what Oldsmobile no longer was, but it never told the audience what the new Oldsmobile was going
to be.
As members, we need to consider what we want GLFWDA to be. We need to decide what we want it to stand for, what
its key message is and how we are going to deliver it to elected officials, the media and the public. I know the
executive board has grappled with this and still is. So put your thinking caps on. Plot out a messaging quadrant for
yourself and fill in the blanks. Maybe we can have a discussion at an upcoming quarterly meeting that will show us
the differences and similarities between our personal messaging quadrant for GLFWDA and where the executive
board thinks we need to be. Maybe we’ll see different answers based on our perceptions from our part of the state.
The bottom line is that GLFWDA and all off-highway vehicle users need to understand the importance of getting our
message out – a good message that is powerful and simple enough we can repeat it often. Take a look at what the
environmentalists are doing, because they are winning many battles against us. We need to take action soon or risk
losing this war of rights once and for all.

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
April 21, 2007
Two Trackers Four Wheel Drive Club
9th Annual Trail Clean-Up
See Flyer Page 16
5536 Holton Rd.
Twin Lake, MI 49457

April 22, 2007

Many members are anticipating a trail
clean-up on Saturday with the Two Trackers Four Wheel Drive club. For this reason,
GL will not have a meet n’ wheel before the
meeting. See the Two Trackers flyer in this
issue. Please keep an eye out on our website
for updates as the time gets closer.

GLFWDA Quarterly Meeting 9am
Dunes Waterfront Resort
1180 N. Shore Rd.
Carla Boucher
Mears, MI 49436
1:30pm-4:30pm
Phone: 231-873-5500

2007 GLFWDA Quarterly Meetings
April 22
July 15
October 7

April 7, 2007
MSG Easter Egg Hunt
Romeo Lions Club Grounds
Romeo, MI
Website: www.msg4x4club.com

Mears (Silver Lake)
Mears (Silver Lake)
Gaylord

ORV Advisory Board Meetings 2007
Visit www.michigan.gov/dnr for details

May 19, 2007
Tri-City Trailriders Road Rally
Freeland, MI
Registration in this issue

April 22, 2007 Quarterly Meeting Location

Coming Soon:
Drummond Off-Road
Adventure (DOA) 2007
Gitchee Gumee 2007
Fall Color Tours
For more, visit www.glfwda.org
for details on future club and
association events.

For last minute changes to events or for additional event information, visit the Great Lakes Four Wheel Drive Associations web site:
www.GLFWDA.org. If your club wants to put a date on the Boondocker Calendar, just email the date with a description of the event and
contact information to the Boondocker Editor at editor@glfwda.org
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A Word from the Vice President of
GLFWDA
I would like to thank everyone in the Association for the very warm welcome! I thought it
proper to take a few lines to introduce, and tell you a little about, myself.
I grew up in Whitehall, Michigan and started driving the ‘two-tracks’ of the Manistee
National Forest as soon as I could borrow the family sedan. I soon graduated to my first Jeep, and
began to explore in earnest and spent the next ten years memorizing every trail from the Muskegon
River to the Pere Marquette River in those counties along the coast. It was about this time that I
joined the Two Trackers Four Wheel Drive Club. I’ve been a member of the “Two-Trackers” for
eleven years and have served on their BOD for seven years as Director of Internal Affairs, President,
Past President, and currently as Vice-President. I’ve organized and led numerous trail-riding events
for the club and coordinate the Trail Clean-Up each spring.
My ‘heart’ is in Land Use. I became involved because I was tired of seeing new gates ‘pop
up’ every time I went out to enjoy the Forest. When I began attending various land use meetings, I
noticed that GLFWDA was the only organization consistently representing 4x4s. I believe that the
“greenies” have gone unchallenged too often and for too long. These challenges cannot be met
without an adequate number of volunteers to tackle them, so I am here to add everything I can to
GLFWDA’s efforts.
I’m currently involved in the Manistee NF Forest Plan Appeal, the Baldwin Ranger District’s
M-37 Project, the Cadillac Ranger District’s 4x4 Route Designation Project, bringing Carla Boucher
to Michigan, and as newly appointed Chair, the unification all of GLFWDA’s various Land Use
initiatives under one ‘roof’ — the new GLFWDA Land Use Committee (LUC).
Typical of any organization, there are never enough volunteers, and the LUC could use your
support. If you have any desire to assist in some way, even if you only have a few minutes a month
you can spare, you can help. There are projects that only require minor input. We would be more
than happy to bring you up to speed on anything that strikes your interest. Join us!

Looking forward to serving you!

Pat Brower
Vice President, GLFWDA
Chair, GLFWDA Land Use Committee
Vice President, Two trackers Four Wheel Drive Club

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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Trail Maintenance
Our trail maintenance grant from the State of Michigan
Department of Natural Resources is one of the largest
sources of revenue for the Association. The 2007 grant
that was recently approved is for almost $6,000 and will
be paid to us in early 2008. This is nearly the total
amount of our expected membership dues for 2007. The
2007 grant is significantly more than the 2006 grant due
to the addition of more miles at Ogemaw Hills, Mio, and
St Helens.

)TkS A *EEP 4HING
Grand Cherokee WK
4” System

Last year, with significantly fewer miles, we struggled to
get enough support for this project. In fact, without the
personal efforts of Paul Mulder, Melanie Rice, and Pat &
Kim Kinne, we might have found ourselves in trouble with
the DNR for failing to keep the trails clear. So this year,
we are trying a different approach and we need your help.
We are hoping to find clubs or groups of members to
“adopt” some of the trail miles in our 2007 grant. The
Association has tools available to loan out, maps of the
areas we are responsible for, confidence markers and
other supplies you will need, and a number of trail maintenance veterans to coach and guide you through the
process. The Association will reimburse the clubs or
groups $24 per mile (the Association receives $40/mile
from the DNR), to be used to reimburse the travel
expenses of the group, as a fund-raiser for the club, or in
any other manner you see fit.

Grand Cherokee XJ
6.5” Long Arm

The Executive Board has yet to finalize the details of this
program, but if you, your club, or you and your wheeling
buddies want to participate, please let someone from the
Executive Board know of your interest as soon as possible. Trail maintenance is required before Memorial Day
and Labor Day each year, so we need to finalize our
plans soon to be ready for Spring. So far, SoFO and TriCity Trailriders have offered to adopt portion of the grant
miles, but we still need more help. If you are unsure of
what is expected or what the DNR requirements are,
there are several workshops available in Lansing, Gaylord
and Marquette to give you an opportunity to hear it from
the DNR first hand.

Grand Cherokee ZJ
6.5” Long Arm

Also, the Association does not have a person or committee responsible for coordinating and monitoring our trail
maintenance activities. If you are interested in taking on
this responsibility, please contact President Mark Burns.
For more information call 517-279-2135
or visit www.bds-suspension.com

102 S. Michigan Ave
Coldwater, MI 49036
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SoFO from the Passenger Seat
By: Helen Wilke
I could start this story by blabbing about who broke, who
got stuck, or what went down around the campfire. While all of
these topics are of great interest the real story is what goes on in a
Jeep, off road, from the perspective of the passenger.
I had never been interested in sanctioned off –road events
before I met up with the guys from SoFO. People going off road
in the northern Michigan town that I am from includes jumping in
someone’s pick up truck, four wheel drive or not, and heading for
the nearest wooded space to bog through. I was never introduced
to the components, legalities, or the real enjoyment of the sport. I
wasn’t introduced to all of this until I jumped into the passenger
seat.
There’s nothing quite like the sounds and smells of a group
of jeeps starting up for the morning in anticipation for a run. On a
Saturday morning in October that’s exactly what I smelled, heard,
and saw. The guys of SoFO were packing up for the day to do a
pre- run for their winter event. I stepped out of Jim’s cabin groggy
and dazed from getting up early and headed for my seat in Ryan’s
Jeep.
The guys had decided to check out trails for Snofari and
wanted to cover as much ground as possible. It’s one thing to go
to the dunes and ride around for the afternoon while riding trails
through the woods is another. The ride was rough. We covered
mud, sand, hills and dirt in an area called the Hills of Montezuma
located near West Branch, Michigan. It is incredible to see these
guys in action maneuvering around obstacles, climbing hills,
swamping through puddles, and flinging mud. I am in awe viewing
what skill and precision it takes when it comes to making the most
of the trails. I like to try and predict which route the drivers will
take and whether or not they make it through, over, or around the
obstacles. It is awesome to simply be along for the thrill and
enjoyment of the ride.
There is however more to trail riding than the fun and skill
that it requires. While we were on our trip we were privileged
enough to be accompanied by Mr. Jim Mazzola who is the Vice
President of G.L.F.W.D.A. Jim helped the guys out with the
legalities and regulations of hosting an organized run. The guys
really had a great source to consult with in Jim. They learned
about laws regarding issues ranging from trails, tickets, and the
DNR. There is a real and serious side to the sport of off –roading
that should always be considered and addressed. I was intrigued
by the mindfulness that the guys had concerning their sport. From
my seat wheeling became a multi-dimensional activity that included
more than big rigs and mud.
I can’t describe enough the great time I had with the guys
that weekend in October. Riding the trails is an experience likened
to no other. If a bunch of Jeep crazy guys around the camp fire
isn’t enough, the sights, smells, and sounds of the off road experience will get you. Even if you don’t have a rig of your own it is
worth taking the weekend off to ride with a friend and enjoy the
beauty of nature and a sport that embraces it.

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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TRI-CITY TRAILRIDERS
2ND ANNUAL ROAD RALLY
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:

May 19, 2007
6:00 PM
Freeland High School
8250 Webster
Freeland, MI 48623

***REGISTER EARLY….THIS EVENT IS LIMITED TO ONLY 15 VEHICLES***
Your four-wheel drive vehicle will not be required to participate in this event. You may use the grocery getter and may have from 2 up to a maximum of 4 people in the vehicle.
Your registration will include loads of fun & hors d’oeuvres at the final top-secret destination.
ITEMS REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EVENT:
Full tank of gas
GPS
Compass
Raincoat or Poncho
Notepad (paper)
Clipboard
Calculator
Umbrella
Wet Ones or Wipes
Lifejacket
Duct Tape
Towel
First Aid Kit
$5.00 in cash
1 non-perishable food item per person for a local food bank

Digital Camera
Pencil
Dictionary
Flashlight
Bathing Suit
Crayons

Even though we are a family-base club, you must be at least 21 years old to participate in this event.
Confirmation via E-mail will be given upon our receipt of your registration. Sorry, NO REFUNDS

REGISTRATION – Deadline is Friday, May 11, 2007
Name: __________________________ Address: ________________________________________
City: ______________________ State: ______ Zip: __________Phone#: __________________
E-mail: _______________________________________
Entry fee: $15.00/person x _______ = $_________

TOTAL

= $_________

Please make checks payable to: Tri-City Trailriders
Please mail completed registration with full payment to:

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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Deep Snow Run

Evart 2-10-07
Story: Pat Kinne
Pictures: Pat Kinne &
Bryce Mazzola

4 rigs, 6 bodies and 12+ inches of snow, not exactly
a Deep Snow Run! But it was fun none the less.
The bodies were as follows, in no particular order,
except for giving Jim and Kim Mazzola the number
one place for their many years of commitment to
GL, followed by Jim and Dianne Kitson, John
Jacobs and myself. Actually, I am leaving out a
seventh very important piece of the puzzle, not
attending but helping out with maps and verbal
directions was Steve Kitchen of the RPM club out
of Evart.

Our group didn’t experience much in the way of
adversity that occasionally plagues a well executed
off highway adventure. However, we did bust out the
winch cable twice and the wrenches once as Mr.
Mazzola’s tricked out Tracker parted ways with one
of it’s braided brake lines. Not to worry, he carries
spares! And I need to thank John for the siphoned
fuel from his tank and Jim K. for the siphon itself. Jim
and I have always known that our V8 powered
Jeeps used a little more fuel than most, especially
when running a few rpm’s in the snow. Jim, being
one step ahead of me thought it a good idea to carry
extra petroleum, I on the other hand only carried the
can filled with nothing more than, well air I guess.
After the hazing I received for the EMPTY jerry can
and pumping a couple of gallons from Johny’s TJ we
continued on for another half hour before our own
personal fuel tanks were starting to get empty.

The day started out very cold but sunny and spirits
were high in anticipation of hitting the fluffy white
trails around Steve’s hometown. We were not
disappointed as we went about our winter adventure, beats another Saturday sitting in front of the
TV watching another episode of Extreme 4x4 or
Fourwheeler TV. Don’t get me wrong those shows
are OK to watch but you can only take so much
without going out and using your own pride and joy
of a 4x4 toy. We took full advantage of the abundant sunshine and friendship as we meandered
through the Pere Marquette State Forest chatting on
the CB radios and occasionally running into another
group of full size trail riders doing the same. I am
sure the town of Evart appreciated the boost to the
local economy as this particular weekend saw many
a dollar spent by our sport in their community.

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g

We decided it was time to head back to town and
meet up with Steve and a few other of Evart’s guests
at the local pizza and sandwich shop. The steak
grinder and company were terrific as we met Roger
Hobbs for the first time, it was nice to put a face to a
forum name. Speaking of forums, that is how this all
came about and why you’re reading this short but
sweet story. It was Mr’s. Kitson and Mazzola,
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discontent with the previously mentioned TV program watching that lead to
their throwing out the invite to join them in an impromptu winter excursion.
And I am sure I can speak for Johnny J when I say thank you to those two
for the opportunity to take my Irok’s out for a spin and break our cabin
fever.
As a final note I need to throw a shout out to John for the ride home when
the recently purchased diesel fuel I pumped in the tow rig just twenty minutes
prior decided to gell and clog my fuel filter, Thanks John!

More Pictures on Page 30
w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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Election Day Offroad Outing

By Bruce (GreyBeard) Rettig

No stucks, no breakage! What kind of an off-road
outing is that?
Just the right kind for some newbies, and exactly what
we were looking for. I had planned out a route and
timetable. Jim (Yooper) LaVallee crafted a nice flyer.
We stuck up a few copies around the offices at work
and we put out the word with our coworkers. We were
curious what kind of response we would get since
numerous people had said: “Let me know next time you
go off-road. I want to go along.”
We scheduled it for Election Day. DaimlerChrysler, the
producer of those wonderful Jeep vehicles, gives us the
whole day off to ensure that we get the opportunity to
vote. Well, actually the negotiators at the UAW had a
good bit to do with it. Anyway, there is plenty of time to
vote when the poles open, drive up to West Branch,
spend a few hours on the trails, and drive home. All in
one day. And we should still get back before the polls
close.
Nine guests planned to come, and five guest vehicles
showed up, which seems about par for the course.
Although we are all employed at DaimlerChrysler, there
were no brand restrictions. Regardless, it still turned out
to be an all Jeep outing, with a decent representation.

One Liberty, one Grand Cherokee, three Wrangler TJ’s,
and two Wrangler JK’s.
After a check for ORV stickers and a few words of coordination, we headed up to exit 222. Some were on street
tires and at least one was without tow hooks, but that didn’t
keep us from having a good time. The day consisted of the
St Helens Motorsport area, the back roads and trails over
to West Branch, and some of the back roads north of West
Branch. I am beginning to appreciate how much more area
I need to explore around West Branch.
The day was a total success. Every one of the drivers
asked to be invited the next time we go, and one of the
passengers is looking seriously at acquiring his own Jeep.

Continued Page 14
w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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GLFWDA Club Listing &
Contact Info

1. Flintstones
Member since 1975
Director: Rich Nowak
1339 S. Vasser, Davison, MI 48423
2. Golden Triangle
Member since 1978
Director: Darrin Buss
13155 Waters, Chelsea, MI 48118

4. Mid–Michigan Fourwheelers
Member since 1990
Director: Ron Roggow
4125 Roosevelt, Hemlock, MI 48626

3. Jackson Stump Jumpers
Member since 1972
Director: Brad Perkins
5614 Larch, Jackson, MI 49201
jacksonstumpjumpers@hotmail.com

5. Mud, Sweat, and Gears
Member since 1987
Website: www.msg4x4club.com
Director: Tim Yocum
tim.yocum@koltanbar.com
6. R.P.M. Off Road
Member since 2002
Director: Steve Kitchen
P.O. Box 347, Evart, MI 49631
7. SoFO – Michigan
Member since 2005
Contact: Jim Roy – Club Secretary
31026 West Chicago
Livonia, MI 48150
sofomich@gmail.com
8. Tri–City Trail Riders
Member since 2003
Director: Steve Gradowski
1634 Hotchkiss Rd
Freeland MI 48623
nvrenuf@gmail.com
9. Troll Fourwheelers
Member since 1993
Website: www.trolls4wdclub.com
7200 Bunker, Indian River, MI 49749
nephd@blazeconnect.net

For contact information changes,
please email the Editor at:
editor@glfwda.org
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Contact: John Edwards
store@glfwda.org
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Progress Report: Huron-Manistee National Forest Plan Appeal
The United Four Wheel Drive Association’s Carla Boucher, is assisting Michigan four-wheel drive enthusiasts
appeal the Huron-Manistee Forest Plan Revision of 2006. I can NOT understate how important it was to have Carla’s
representation! It is a tremendous benefit of United membership to be able to utilize her vast expertise. This project
would not have happened without her! Before the issues are brought before a Judge for ruling, the parties concerned
were asked to participate in an Informal Resolution Meeting teleconference. This teleconference was held February 21st.
Attending were representatives from the National Forest Region Nine Headquarters, the Supervisor of the HuronManistee NF, United Four Wheel Drive Assn., GLFWDA, and Mr. Kurt Meister as an intervener.
We had five points of contention with the new Forest Plan. I have included an explanation of our reasoning in italics, following each point.
1. Road Density guidelines are arbitrary and capricious, unreasonable, and are not feasible or practicable to attain
through site specific implementation;

The NFS uses Road Density guidelines as their reasoning to close two-tracks. The road
density set in the current Plan can NOT be met, even if the NFS were to close ALL of the roads in
its inventory. To meet its objective, County and State roads would also have to be closed. This
would be beyond their jurisdiction.
2. The Forest Plan failed to consider amending the current trail restriction to vehicles fifty inches or less in width;
The National Headquarters told the local Forest Service to remove this restriction years ago and it
has NOT been done here yet. We can not get 72" ‘trails’ designated for our use (only roads) until this is
corrected.
3. For certain areas, the Forest Plan specifies Recreation Opportunity Spectrum classifications which are arbitrary
and capricious;
The NFS is trying to create non-motorized areas out of areas that have historically been heavily
utilized by motorized recreation. This is in violation of their own rules.
4. The Forest Plan institutes transportation guidelines in Management Area 6.2, Semi- Primitive Motorized, which
are in contradiction to the purpose, the desired future condition, and goals and objectives of the MA;
The Plan states that roads in SPM areas will be closed but trails are to be allowed. Yet, we are not
allowed any trails until the above restriction is lifted. This bars our recreation from SPM areas in contradiction to the intent of the creation of the area designation.
5. The Forest Plan exceeded what is required under the Endangered Species Act in establishing Recreation, Wilderness, and related resource management guidelines for trails.
The Plan closes ALL endangered species habitat to motorized recreation while the Endangered
Species Act only allows for the prohibition of an activity IF there is a documented take (kill) or overwhelming scientific evidence that a take will occur if the activity is allowed. The NFS cannot exceed the authority of the Endangered Species Act.

The teleconference went extremely well! I do not mean that they agreed to change everything we wanted, but
they did not refuse to do so, either.
1. They agreed with us that more information was required to make an informed decision about road density. They
have agreed to send us that information and include this point in another teleconference to be scheduled. – A
small (yet significant) victory!

w w w . g l f w d a . o r g
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2. They also agreed that the current trail language could use improvement. They also agreed to consider instituting
language that Carla and I will form as an alternative to the current wording. This will also be discussed at our next
teleconference meeting. – Another small (yet significant) victory!
3. We agreed to disagree on the third point. We both think we are right. This is what Judges are for - settling
disagreement.
4. They felt more research was needed on their end before meaningful discussion could be conducted. This, too,
will be included in our next meeting. – Another small victory!
5. Again, they felt more research was necessary before discussion could continue. This will also be carried over to
our next meeting. – Another small victory!

We are still very much in the game. There continues to be opportunity for our interests, without the expense of going
to Court, as long as we are still talking. Carla was also extremely happy with the outcome of our meeting. She says that
she has too often had Informal Resolution Meetings with agency personnel who stonewalled her at every opportunity.
OUR Forest actually seems willing to negotiate in ‘good-faith’.
We all owe Carla a debt of gratitude for her wonderful work on this project (and all of her other work) for the improvement of four-wheeling in Michigan.
Pat Brower
Chair, GLFWDA LUC

WWW.ULTIMATE-AIR.COM

“Your Ultimate Source for Onboard Air”
10% Discount for GLFWDA Members!
!
!
!
!
!

Inflate tires FAST!
Run air tools for fast trail repairs!
Easily and safely reseat the bead on your tire!
Operate your air lockers with our NEW Air Locker Kit!
Replace your electronically activated air locker switch with
our NEW all mechanical selector valve! The best on the market!

313.595.5358
info@ultimate-air.com
Support those who support our sport!!
Available in Iron Orange, Black and Brushed
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GLFWDA Land Use Committee (LUC) Report
GLFWDA elected to form a Land Use Committee (LUC) to consolidate all of our various endeavors
in an effort to improve communication and expand our capabilities. During the first quarter of its existence,
fourteen members joined the LUC. We gained another at the Quarterly meeting and two more since,
bringing our total membership to sixteen.
Our first meeting generated a list of projects currently in progress.
Issues GLFWDA has historically monitored:

•State Forest Plan Revision Process
•Representation at ORV Advisory Board Meetings
•25% New Trails Bill (Route Proposal Project)
•St. Helen’s Motor Sports Area
•State Forest Compartment Review Process
•Representation on the Michigan Motorized Recreation Council (MMRC)
•The Mounds ORV Park
•Silver Lake State Park
We owe a TREMENDOUS debt of gratitude to those who have so diligently handled these issues so that
ALL of us could reap the benefits of their labor. However, through the formation of the LUC, we are now
able to add the following to that list:

•Hiawatha National Forest Projects
•Appeal the Huron-Manistee National Forest Plan
•National Forest Route Designation Rule Implementation
•Huron-Manistee Projects
•Monitor of ALL County Road Commissions north of the Rifle Line for the Closure of Seasonal/
Undeveloped Roads
•Looking into the development of a Political Action Sub-Committee (PAC)
•Looking into Rockport, Alpena Park Development
•Monitoring the Kidds in the Mudd Extreme Park litigation
There are many, many more projects than can be handled by sixteen people, however dedicated they might
be. If you have an interest in seeing Michigan’s four wheeling opportunities advance, join us! We would be
more than happy to find a project that ‘fits’ your interest and any possible time constraints you may have.
We all have lives too. Participation is strictly voluntary. I am sure that once you begin to see the results that
a little effort brings, you will be eager to do more. A Membership Application is available in the Land Use
Committee section of the GLFWDA Forums. You can also contact me for information about membership or
any of the issues facing our sport.
Sincerely,
Pat Brower
Chair, GLFWDA LUC
Trail_Fanatic@hotmail.com
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GPS, Compasses, and Maps… Oh my!
Jerry Dominowski
JerryD
GL #7127
GLFWDA members have been treated to some excellent
GPS information in the Boondocker recently. Everything
from why to use a GPS, picking the right unit, USING the
device and utilizing advanced features have all been
presented. They truly are modern marvels and are hardly
bigger than a walkie-talkie! However, they got me to
thinking about more basic aids to navigation. Yes, I’m
referring to that dynamic duo of days gone by -- the map
and compass. I’m a firm believer in the Boy Scout motto
of “Be Prepared!” and all that it implies. Before heading
out on a trip, whether it’s by highway or trail, make sure
that you have a map of the area in which you are traveling. This is such a basic item that there really is no excuse
not to have one folded up in the glovebox or in your
pocket. A compass is highly recommended, but there are
other ways to determine direction. The only thing worse
than having to stop and ask for directions is to not have
anyone around to ask!

generalities about maps, data and other equipment. I’m
not a cartographer and this piece is neither a graduate
dissertation nor does it give “How-To” instructions.
Consider this to be an overview of a few of the weaknesses and pitfalls of modern day navigation with my own
biased opinions thrown in for good measure.
The Map
In its most basic form, a paper map is simply a two
dimensional drawing representing a given land area. The
map will use data points to represent features present in
that area. All maps should have, at minimum, the following
in common:
•The map will contain a legend which describes the
meaning of symbols displayed
•The scale of the map will be shown
•And it will indicate true north
Most of the maps that off-roaders concern themselves with
are USGS Topographical Maps. These are often referred
to as quadrangle maps or “quads” and come in a variety of
scales. The most popular is probably the 7.5’ quads which
depict the greatest detail, both

Ensuring that you have a fairly
recent paper map and a quality
compass are only part of the
equation. You must also be
comfortable utilizing the tools in
at least a rudimentary, but
effective way. For instance,
there are some potential issues
that arise when reconciling your
GPS fix and your manually
plotted location. Knowing this
ahead of time will prepare you
for seemingly erroneous readings. Learning to use any tool
effectively includes understanding what that tool can and
cannot do.
And just to be clear, for the
purposes of this article please
understand that I may make
Continued Page 24
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Associate Member Directory
Ann Arbor Driveshaft
572 S. Mansfield
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
734-484-5310
10% off for GLFWDA members

4WHEELPARTS Cleveland
10865 Brookpark Rd.
Parma, OH 44130
(216)267-6668 (216)267-5737
www.4wheelpartscleveland.com
CLE@4wheelparts.com
Contact: Sean “Chubby” Campbell

Jeeperz Creeperz
www.jeeperz–creeperz.com
1627 Eureka Rd., Wyandotte, MI 48192
734–281–8141 or Fax 734–281–2841
sales@jeeperz–creeperz.com
Contact: Kevin Bentz

Tellico4x4.com
www.tellico4x4.com
800-566-3646
256-757-5885
sales@tellico4x4.com

Ultimate Air
www.ultimate–air.com
P.O. Box 0088, Allen Park, MI. 48101
313-595-5358
Contact: Brian Wysocki
sales@ultimate–air.com

BDS Suspension
www.bds-suspension.com
102 S. Michigan Ave.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517-279-2139
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natural and man-made, and have a scale of 1 inch equaling
2000 feet (1:24000). One example of detail available
with these maps is elevation information, represented by
brown contour lines.

Bolded contour lines indicate the index contour. In the
illustration shown, an index contour in section 22
states the elevation to be 1100 feet above sea level. On
the northern side of this “Michigan Mountain” we see
relatively wider spaces between contour lines which are
indicative of sloping terrain. Contrast this with the southern side where the contour lines are packed closely
together, portraying a sharp change in elevation. This
example (in da U.P.) shows two summits, one on the east
end and one on the west end of this hill.
In planning trips, a map like this can give you an idea of
potential “interesting” routes. It can also warn you of
potential difficult terrain if an emergency arises where an
evacuation is necessary. Other features depicted on
topos include waterways, mines, and “Jeep Trails”!
Digital topographical maps of Michigan and ORV/ATV
maps are available online at the Department of Natural
Resources website.{ENDNOTE 1} These electronic
maps should not be used as the sole means of navigation
as they do not have additional detail needed for taking
accurate bearings. However, they may work just fine in a
computer program such as OziExplorer, but I have not
done this myself.
The Compass
One very important illustration on a printed topo map is
the angle of declination. Here’s a little secret… the
compass doesn’t actually point to the North Pole. Gasp!
What’s worse is that the compass points to a moving
target!
The North Pole is the location of geographic north or True
North. Magnetic North is somewhere in the Canadian
Arctic north of Hudson Bay. And I suppose just to make
things more interesting, it is moving northwest about 25
miles a year.{ENDNOTE 2} The term used to describe
the angle between True North and Magnetic North is
referred to as magnetic declination. Magnetic variation is
the long term effect resulting from Earth’s dynamic magnetic field. This change in declination is called the annual

change. To compensate for this variance, USGS topos
have a diagram similar to the one shown.

I created this basic drawing and it bears a vague resemblance to the real thing. On a real topo, you would have
additional information such as the year the map was
published and the annual change in degrees. Any map
older than five years generally isn’t considered accurate
for navigation in this manner. Mind you – the land mass
probably hasn’t changed much but if you were to navigate
using the earth’s magnetic field significant errors could
result. Again, this is really just to inform you of the pitfalls
you could encounter during map and compass use. For
more information, see the USGS site {ENDNOTE 3} or
Google “orienteering” on the net. Also, on online calculator for determining your locations declination is available at
NASA’s website. The URL for this calculator is at the end
of this article.{ENDNOTE 4} Many compasses used for
orienteering have a declination correction scale for ease of
use when utilizing a map.

Another problem to be aware of when using a compass is
a condition called compass deviation. Since the compass
Continued Page 26
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M-F 10am-7pm
Sat 10am-3pm
Closed Sunday

1627 Eureka Rd
Wyandotte, MI 48192
734-281-8141
888-281-0681
FAX: 734-281-2841
www.jeeperz-creeperz.com
sales@jeeperz-creeperz.com

Only Rugged Ridge can offer you a factory
original style full replacement soft top for your
88-95 Wrangler at true value pricing. Simply
order our Complete Replacement Soft Top
Hardware Kit and one of our Fabric Replacement Tops listed below for the 88-95 Wrangler
and now you have a complete Soft Top Kit!
Up-grade and replace all at once! (Door frames
not included)

Starting at $293.95!

Starting at $188.95!

Ultimate Adjustable Spreader Bar
Tailgate Bar and Tonneau

Light Kits Starting at $160

Deluxe Spreader Bar
Replacement Spreader Bars
Up-grade or replace those worn original
equipment YJ Spreader Bars. Deluxe
Spreader Bars are upgrades from original and are sold as each. Ultimate
Spreader Bars, packed in pairs, incorporate a twist soft top tightening feature that can tighten your soft top during warm weather. the seat tonneau
cover to keep valuables out of sight.
Ultimate Spreader Bar — $23.95/pair
Deluxe Spreader Bar — $5.95/each

Tailgate Bar and Tonneau
Up-grade your tailgate bar with this high quality
Tonneau/Tailgate Bar from Rugged Ridge. A special
tailgate seal provides the ultimate attachment for
your rear soft top window to the tailgate bar. As an
added feature, a special channel has been added to
attach the included behind the seat tonneau cover
to keep valuables out of sight.

Repl. Tailgate Bar with Tonneau, 87-06 Jeep
Wrangler, Black Denim ………$35.95

Soft Top Windshield Retainer
Replaces factory plastic retainers that are
mounted vertically on the left and right side of the
YJ windshield frame inside the vehicle. Available
either in a pair or individually.
Drivers Side — $10.95
Passenger Side — $10.95
Pair — $19.95

Complete line of soft top
parts & accessories!

Synthetic Winch Rope
5/16” x 100 foot with soft eye…………….…$150
5/16” x 100 foot with hook……………….…$160
Many more applications available!
Weld-On D-Ring Tabs…$7.50 each
We also offer a complete line of Jeep replacement parts and accessories plus a full
line of performance parts and accessories.
TJ/XJ/ZJ Lower Control Arm Brackets…$44.95
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care must be exercised when using a handheld compass.

shows up at the most inconvenient time.

The GPS unit
Some concerns that I have with people using GPS units as
their sole means of navigation include accuracy and
reception issues, energy source, direction finding capabilities, and incorrect initial settings.

Many GPS unit’s can only derive directional heading while in
motion. Some models do offer an internal compass, but I still
wouldn’t want to rely on the GPS alone. See note above.

© Silva USA {ENDNOTE 5}

I personally doubt that a GPS unit is more accurate than a
talented orienteer. Of course, a human has the advantage
of situational awareness whereas the GPS unit is simply a
machine – garbage in, garbage out kinda thing. Also,
according to the website of Infallible Knowledge
(Wikipedia), civilian GPS units are accurate to about 50
feet.{ENDNOTE 6}

Finally, if an individual has set the wrong datum set, they
could easily be off by a SIGNIFICANT distance. Make
sure that the datum you use in your GPS is the same as what
is referenced on your map. Most GPS use and default to the
World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84). This system is
for all practical purposes identical to the North American
Datum of 1983 (NAD83). An older horizontal datum is the
North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27) which is based on
an even older (1866) geometric reference model. This is a
very easy item to overlook and have set incorrectly as the
USGS maps aren’t uniform. The older NAD27 datum is
being phased out, but you may still run across maps based on
this outdated information.
Additional tips for GPS users can be found at a link located
at the end of this article.{ENDNOTE 7}

Some hand held GPS units won’t track very well when
inside of a vehicle. And although cloud cover generally
won’t affect reception, the presence of water on the
antenna can disrupt the signal as will a dense, wet forest
canopy overhead. Finally, there’s always the possibility of
system degradation due to unforeseen circumstances or
due to Selective Availability (SA). While merely an
inconvenience during a trail run, it could be life-threatening
in an emergency situation.
More electronics = more power. Who among us hasn’t
had their mobile phone die due to a dead battery? If you
don’t have spare (charged) batteries, or an alternative
power source, you’re out of luck. Mr. Murphy often
w w w . g l f w d a . o r g

Final thoughts
Heading into the wilderness has an allure that can sometimes
defy description or reason. Some would say it’s a way of
leaving worries behind. Others profess the need to commune
with nature. Whatever the motivation, one thing it should
NOT do is increase the risk of serious misfortune. A well
thought out plan, notifying others of that plan (including
timetables), and arming yourself with the appropriate tools
and knowledge will not only create a safe experience for you
and those around you, it will increase the enjoyment of your
activities. Anticipating emergencies will give you the confidence and security of knowing that you are able to deal with
unforeseen circumstances. Be prepared… whether it’s for
injuries, breakdowns or misdirection… it’s a motto that can
not only make for a more pleasant trip, but it could also save
your life.

Links
1 http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,1607,7-15310371_14793---,00.html
2 http://gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/geomag/nmp/northpole_e.php
3 http://erg.usgs.gov/isb/pubs/booklets/symbols/reading.html
4 http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/geomag/declination.shtml
5 http://www.silvausa.com/polaris.html
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Positioning_System
7 http://education.usgs.gov/common/lessons/gps_tips.html
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Ask Maria 3
Q: How do you get what you want?
A: Well, I have a huge natural advantage over most. Being cute helps a lot! I can’t
tell you how much stuff people get for me for simply laughing or smiling. I can drop
toys on the ground, and people will pick them up for me EVERY time!
Q: Any party tricks?
A: Just get a couple ounces of milk in me and watch out! Seriously, I have this
ability to string a bit ‘o spit about 12” down from my mouth and let it hang suspended in mid-air for minutes! Try that sober!
Q: What is your favorite hand tool?
A: Well, daddy won’t let me play with those yet. But, when I was out in the garage
last week, I saw him with what I thought was the perfect tool! He moved a shelf
with it, opened a box with it, adjusted another tool with it, fixed a lock with it, put up
walls with it, removed walls with it, and it even helps him relieve stress by pounding things with it. He calls it a hammer, I call it my daddy’s noise stick.
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Jan. 14th, 2007 Quarterly Meeting Minutes
Trail Ride Committee – (Mr. Mazzola) This has spawning out of the racing
committee formed years past. It turned into a point system, it has now
evolved into helping Clubs put on events. That event initially was Gitche
Gumee. Gitche Gumee had many issues with the Ministry of Natural
Resources in Canada. Canadian Laws are very vague in terms of wheeling.
There were a lot of similarities between GG 2006 and SnoFari. There is no
Committee Chairman right now.

SKIP - Roll call – Blank calendar for weekends, etc. “Slap a name tag on,
so we’ll know who you are.”
Bob D – There seems to have been a snafu in counting.
SKIP – Addition to the Agenda - Pat Brower (Trial Fanatic) to the
GLFWDA as VP.
Executive Reports:
SKIP – “I wanted to attend SnoFari but I am only an Armchair Wheeler
right now.” Guidance? “What does everyone want from GLFWDA?” We
need Pro’s and Con’s. This is an “Association for you”. There will be
some changes to the website and the web master will be working on
making it more efficient.
Trail Fanatic – “I’ve only been here for 5 minutes, so I do not have much.”
I am here because I care about wheeling in Michigan.” County and
Seasonal roads could definitely be used for wheeling in the right weather.
Private Property is not a priority, but GLFWDA should support Turtle
Ridge, Kids in the Mud Extreme Farm and lend assistance.
Jarhead – 20 attendees so far, 198 total. 64 members did not renew from
last year, up from 127 members did not renew from the year before.
Southern Rock Crawlers and Sundowners have met with and explained
what GLFWDA is about and will mean to them. They enjoy the
Boondocker; it is our word of mouth and PR. They understand our goals
and desires as on Organization.
Hittie – 2006/2007 Budget explanations and it is need of fine-tuning. The
Trail Maintenance and Membership Dues are our largest source of
Revenue. We should reimburse folks for cleaning up our trails when they
could be doing something else. We are in need of an auditor, to perform a
“checks and balances” which would be behind, and in support of the
Treasurer. It has not been a regular part, but we should take precautions
to make sure the guidelines are being followed.
Jarhead – Kevin (Jeeperz-Creeperz) was the Associate Membership Sec.
$950 was collected from 3 Associate Members: there are 7 total.
SKIP – Motion to vote on the “Treasurer Support” – Motion was passed
Unanimously.
Website – Tim Strader wanted to make the SnoFari run, but had radiator
issues, followed by a sick family. “JoeJeep” had an issue on trying to find
the Quality Inn, and Kirk gave him the info in the forum last night. Maybe
have a calendar instituted on the Website. Modification of the forums
may happen as well. More visibility is needed.
Lucas – Boondocker postage was up on the latest issue, because of (2)
11" x 17" pages. It used to be $.83 an issue, but it is now just over a $1.00.
The next issue will be 36 pages or less. Font sizes will be a tad smaller to
allow for more content. We need more stories. We need more writers.
Trail rides stories are good, but we need other material as well. Minimum
resolution should be around 1280dpi.

ORV Advisory Committee – General - Not much has been going on. There
was a new Sheriff Appointment in Mackinaw County. Expiring members
have been re-appointed. The Draft ORV Plan by Chuck Nelson, is “The
Master Plan” for the ORV System for the next 10-25years. There were 64
comments were narrowed down to three paragraphs, and the rest were
disregarded and not included in the web report. Now the Department
needs to send it to the Natural Resources Commission (as an Action Item)
for approval. In December it was an “information item”. No plans are in
the works to include this as an Action Item until at least March 2007.
Michigan Motorized Recreational Council – We are going with the flow for
right now. March Meeting with the MMRC will be a very important
meeting.
Insurance – Four Events are covered currently under the GLFWDA
Insurance Policy. A 5th would incur a “surcharge”. It will come up for
renew before the next Quarterly. There have been no issues with the
Insurance. The Sundowners Four Wheel Club will take kids that haven’t
been assigned a mentor (in Big Brothers, Big Sisters), and will take them to
the Mounds.
Land Use Committee – Land Sales will offer up parcel land to “non-profit
organizations” prior to “Public Sale”. Gravel Pits, and other areas will be up
for purchase or lease. The DNR has explicit restrictions on access.
DNR – A grant request has been submitted for the old “Over the Hill Gang”
lands in St. Helen, Mio and Ogemaw Hills. But there has been no response
as of yet.
UFWDA – The Annual Event and Convention will be in Grand Junction,
Colorado from July 25th-27th, 2007.
Clubs – SoFO (Soldiers of Fortune Off Road) donated $100 to GLFWDA.
Will the Trolls run the “Spring Opener”? The consensus is that it will
happen due to the forum posts. DOA is planned for this year.
Audit Committee – Mike and Frank will volunteer services for the “Treasurer Auditor” positions.
Trail Maintenance - Have clubs use ( c ) from the Treasurer’s Report. They
will happen 1st before Memorial Day and 2nd is around Labor Day. Deadline
is in February. The trail maintenance requirements are 72" wide and 72" tall
for clearance.
Budget - The only difference from last year is the loss of the “Devil’s
Lake” Trail Maintenance income. Also, reimbursement for the United
Representatives at the Conferences (possibility of Food, Lodging, etc).
New Business – Jay Dolinski accepted the position of GLFWDA Recording
Secretary.
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Why become a member?
In unity there is strength. Great Lakes Four Wheel Drive Association is dedicated to
upholding the rights of citizens, and the continued use of public lands. Public lands belong
to its citizens to RESPECT, to PROTECT, and to ENJOY. If you support these
principles, your membership will add your voice to the millions of other recreationists who
are striving to protect their rights and freedoms. GLFWDA believes, with firm conviction, in this
right and this trust. GLFWDA believes that citizens have the right of access and to enjoy these public lands, by
vehicle, as well as by other means. GLFWDA recognizes that citizens who use these lands, in return, have an obligation
to uphold the trust – to respect the land, and so conduct their activities that the public interests are protected. We invite
the cooperation of all in upholding the right of citizens to continued use of the public lands they jointly own.
We urge individual four-wheel enthusiasts to become members of Four-Wheel Drive Clubs, or to form new
clubs, and to affiliate with the Association. We invite the support and participation of related businesses as Supporting
Associate Members of GLFWDA.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

GREAT LAKES FOUR WHEEL DRIVE ASSOCIATION
Individual Membership Application

Date: __________________
Name: _________________________________________________________
Address 1: ______________________________________________________
Address 2: ______________________________________________________
City:____________________________ State:_____ Zip:________________
4WD Vehicle:____________________________________________________
Phone Number:________________________________
Interests: Sand Drags _____ Mud Bogs _____ Trail Riding____ Rock Crawling _____ Camping____
Other 4WD Affiliations:___________________________________________________
Send your completed application for with your check for the $35 yearly individual dues made payable to “Great Lakes
Four Wheel Drive Association” to:
Bob DeVore
8390 Cappy Lane
Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473
membershipsecretary@glfwda.org

Since membership entitles you to receive the “Boondocker” newsletter, please include your full mailing address.
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Great Lakes Four Wheel Drive Assoc.
c/o Lucas Gottler
34448 Jerome
Chesterfield, MI 48047

DATED MATERIAL DO NOT DELAY
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